A Seamen's Strike Cannot Be Mutiny
Secretary Raper Attempts To Wriggle Out of Slimy Position Against Labor
WASHINGTON—The Department of Justice has not pressed to charge of mutiny against the crew of the Panama / Pacific Line California, which was excommunicated by the government

Longshoremen Beg Support of President
Rays, Chief Fish Official, and File
NEW YORK—The waterfront unions have gone into conference to determine the steps to be taken in the present situation with regard to the San Francisco longshoremen, who have been fighting a strike for improvement of working conditions.

The settlement, arbitrated by the Strike Commission, resulted in the hiring of all union men.

San Pedro Strike

Ferry Strike Called
Auto-Ferry Men Strike Set If Companies Refuse Dismissal Wage

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.—Following months of unsuccessful negotiations, a strike has been called by the Ferry Men's Union against all companies operating in this city and the waters adjacent to it. This is the first strike in the history of the city, and the men involved are demanding better working conditions.

Lumber Mills Employ Scabs

STRICKEN CARRY ON Battle For Bright California Workers

Vancouver, B.C.—Douglas Lumber has decided to employ scabs in striking the striking men, who have been locked out for more than a month.

Manufacturers Association

MINE SCABs

After a month of strikes in the coal mining industry, the miners have been replaced by scabs. The companies contend that they are unable to maintain production without the use of these workers.

Spay Activities Of Employers To Be Investigated

Washington, D.C.—The Senate committee investigating pay activities of employers and workers has taken up the case of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. The company has been charged with violating the law.

San Pedro Strike

Port Arthur Thanks Sailors

The Port Arthur Chapter Federation Convention thanks the voice of the federation for the labor movement.

The Strike Edition Of "Voice"

In this issue you will find a special supplement describing the strike activities in the San Francisco waterfront. 

Gunmen Shoot IWW's

TROOPS MOVIE IN MILLENNIANS FLAGRANTLY VIOLATE GOV'T LAWS

JOEY HALL, Minn.—Four millworkers were formally identified by a dozen of policemen as the men who shot and wounded a fellow millworker at the Minneapolis Hennepin Mill.

TheAdvancement of Trade Unions

A More Advantageous Agreement

M. F. O. W. members on the Panama Pacific Line are working under wages. They have rights to return passage to their homeland when the contract expires.

San Pedro Strike

Shipping in S. Pedro Stopped As Wares Are Removed

RAN PEDRO, Calif., Aug 5.—Men who have been working against the strike have been removed, and the workmen have been left to work alone.

Reconstruction Of S. S. Malo

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.—Fishing for the extensive areas of the Pacific Ocean, including the S. S. Malo, has been carried on for several years.
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A SEAMAN'S STRIKE CANNOT BE MUTINY

(Continued from Page 11) while java pooling in living areas and the other in the laundry. The statement of the Company reads in part: 'Here is where the real betrayal was committed. Mr. Roper to hack down in his stand of facts on the strike and by his tactics to the point of the workers. The next is well known. Due to the strike the ship was completed after the strike. We have no authority or means to continue work and it is certain that all the workers are presented.
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Contrary to popular belief, the strike has not been called the strike, we were merely acting as real union men. The militancy of the Rank and File is since 1897.

Here is where the real betrayal was committed. Mr. Roper to hack down in his stand of facts on the strike and by his tactics and to the point of the workers. The next is well known. Due to the strike the ship was completed after the strike. We have no authority or means to continue work and it is certain that all the workers are presented. By Special Correspondent

There was a strike against the Pacific in 1897. The sand ship Strike was an action against the licensed officers and the A.T.A. men. During the strike the ship was completed after the strike. We have no authority or means to continue work and it is certain that all the workers are presented.

The whine of a truck wheels

The song of the winding winch

Have ye heard our song me
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Joe Gandy

Forty years in a Sabine tanker. Savannah I would increase their hours and wages from 35 cents an hour to over 100.

For the strike and by his tactics to the point of the workers. The next is well known. Due to the strike the ship was completed after the strike. We have no authority or means to continue work and it is certain that all the workers are presented. By Special Correspondent

There was a strike against the Pacific in 1897. The sand ship Strike was an action against the licensed officers and the A.T.A. men. During the strike the ship was completed after the strike. We have no authority or means to continue work and it is certain that all the workers are presented.
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Counter-Attack Launched
By Rank and File of S.U.P.
Against I.S.U. Propaganda

Sordid History of Ivan Hunter’s Machinations to Hamstring Sailors’ Union of the Pacific Endorsed By Regular Membership Meeting

As soon as from the Rank and File Committee came the news that Hunter’s men are in the interval of the outbreak of the strike, the members of the S.U.P. went to the meeting arranged by Hunter to hear his statement at the Listening Room. Hunter’s men were on the files and no one disputed their right to hear him. They gave the rank and file members an opportunity to ask questions of Hunter, but none were asked. They went on to discuss Hunter’s statement at the meeting. Hunter said the aim of the Rank and FileCommittee was to “get the union back to the inexperienced and untrained German crew.”

The statement was made that the Rank and File Committee were not interested in the welfare of the members of the union, but were interested in keeping the union alive. They believed that if the union were kept alive, the members would not be able to fight against the I.S.U.

The members of the S.U.P. were not interested in Hunter’s statement, as they believed that the union was in the best possible position to fight against the I.S.U.

APOINTMENT

R. C. A. Workers Secure
Settlement Ending Four-Week Strike Walkout

Lewis Aids In Negotiations of Agreement
Bringing Gains To Radio Strike

C A R L E N , N. J. (SME) - Salaries of nine thousand dollars and a larger amount of stock were the results of the negotiations of the Lewis Aids in the strike of the S.U.P. Lewis Aids in the strike of the S.U.P.

APOINTMENT

Dispatcher’s Reports
ALASKA FISHERMEN

Within a week all fishermen here in the North Pacific are expected to be on strike. This strike is being called to protest against the recent negotiations of the B.U.S. and the I.S.U.

APOINTMENT

BARGENBERG

Industrial Union's strike will last for two weeks, ending June 20. The union is opposed to the Strike of the B.U.S.
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Rank and File

Opinions
Who are you? Who are we? What is the issue of our Society? These are important questions that we must answer to ourselves if we are to understand our own position and that of the Society as a whole. It is only through an understanding of these questions that we can hope to achieve our goals and objectives.

SAILOR DISCLOSURES

ROTTEN CONDITIONS

Bio. Department, U.S.S. New York

Dear Sir:

The immediate past week has been marked by a marked increase in the number of sailors who have written to us regarding their experiences aboard various ships. These letters are of great interest to us, as they provide valuable information about the state of affairs aboard these vessels.

In particular, we have received reports of filthy cabins, inadequate food, and poor working conditions. Many sailors have expressed a desire to leave their ships as soon as possible and return to shore.

We would like to assure all our members that we are doing everything in our power to improve the conditions aboard these ships. We will continue to work towards this goal and will keep you updated on any developments.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Date]

---

We are pleased to announce that our newly created advertising department has launched a new campaign aimed at increasing awareness of the issues facing sailors. The campaign features a series of powerful advertisements that highlight the plight of sailors and encourage them to take action.

In addition to the advertisements, we have created a new website that serves as a hub for all sailors and their allies. The website includes a range of resources, including articles, videos, and links to important organizations.

We encourage all sailors to visit the website and to share it with their friends and family. Together, we can make a real difference in the lives of sailors and ensure that they are treated with the respect and dignity they deserve.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Date]
Along the Labor Front at Portland

Great news! The National Maritime Union has agreed to an end to strikes and lockouts. Following a series of strikes and negotiations, the union and company have reached a new agreement. This agreement is a result of the efforts of the union's leaders to ensure fair working conditions for all members.

Unions Keep Afloat

Despite the end of strikes and lockouts, the struggle for fair working conditions continues. Members of the Maritime Union are working hard to ensure that the gains they have made are maintained.

Support S. P. U. Against

Support the Strike Action. Members of the Maritime Union are fighting for fair working conditions and need your support. Join the union today and make a difference in the lives of your fellow workers.

BILLY LYONS, Ball Bonds
687 Merchants St., S. F.

Albert Michelson, Attorney-at-Law
701 Sutter St., San Francisco, Calif.

Supporting Your Rights

The Maritime Union is dedicated to protecting the rights of its members. Join today and be part of the fight for fair working conditions.

Our Organizations Speak

Our organizations are committed to supporting the Maritime Union. Together, we can make a difference in the lives of our fellow workers.

Frisco Sailors' Notes

The Frisco Sailors' Notes is a publication dedicated to supporting the Maritime Union. Join our community and be part of the fight for fair working conditions.

V.O.C.E. of the Federation Page Five
### Resolution Adopted at Second Annual Convention of Maritime Federation at San Pedro Meeting

If you're interested in learning about the maritime labor movement in the United States, you might find this resolution fascinating. It's from the Second Annual Convention of the Maritime Federation held in San Pedro, California, in 1919. The resolution discusses various issues including union membership, the need to keep the San Pedro Strike going, and the necessity of maintaining a strong union presence.

---

**Section I.** A committee has been appointed by the Convention to establish and superintend the enforcement of all the resolutions of the Federation. The committee shall consist of two members, one from each district, and shall be elected by the delegates.

**Section II.** The committee shall be responsible to the Federation and shall report to it, and its decisions shall be final. The committee shall have the power to enforce all the resolutions of the Federation, and shall have the power to suspend any member of the Federation who is guilty of misconduct.

**Section III.** The Federation shall have the power to refuse to recognize any person as a member of the Federation, and shall have the power to suspend any member who is guilty of misconduct.

**Section IV.** The Federation shall have the power to refuse to recognize any person as a member of the Federation, and shall have the power to suspend any member who is guilty of misconduct.

**Section V.** The Federation shall have the power to refuse to recognize any person as a member of the Federation, and shall have the power to suspend any member who is guilty of misconduct.

---

**Note:** This resolution is part of a series of articles by the I.W.W. (Industrial Workers of the World) on the activities of the Maritime Federation in 1919. These articles provide insight into the broader context of labor struggles and the role of the I.W.W. in the maritime industry during this period.
Union Recreation Center Plans Big Sports Carnival

Another big night that will appeal to all athletic and related interests is planned by the Union Recreation Center for the coming August 15th, Saturday, at 8:30 p.m. at 39 Third Street. This event will be one of the most important centennial observances to better teaching and athletic interests.

The big night will be sponsored by the Athletic department of the United Federation, and will feature football, basketball, tennis, and baseball games. Three of the teams will be made up of former players, while the fourth will be made up of the present faculty. Each team will consist of eleven players, and the games will be played on three separate courts.

The union's high school will be represented by the Union Recreation Center, and the faculty will be represented by the Athletic department of the United Federation. The games will be played on three separate courts.

The union's high school will be represented by the Union Recreation Center, and the faculty will be represented by the Athletic department of the United Federation. The games will be played on three separate courts.

Union Recreation Center will compete with Japanese Steamers

SAN FRANCISCO—Jap athletes will compete with Japanese Steamers, and better coaching is needed to make one place hit and drive the ball.

A recent survey of the Japanese Steamers, conducted by the Athletic department of the United Federation, revealed that the team is short of skilled players, and that the coaching is not up to standard. The team will be made up of former players, and the games will be played on three separate courts.

The faculty will be represented by the Athletic department of the United Federation. The games will be played on three separate courts.

District Council Urges Support of Borodow's Widow

The committee is in charge of an investigation into the death of Nicholas Borodow husband of Borodow's Widow. The investigation has been completed and the committee will soon make its report.

The investigation was conducted by the committee's executive committee, and the committee's findings will be made public soon.

The committee's findings will be made public soon.

Grange Takes Funds

Grange Takes Funds

New York—As applications for Grange benefits have poured in, the Grange has been able to keep pace with the demands of its members. The Grange has been able to keep pace with the demands of its members.

A recent survey of the Grange's affairs revealed that the organization is in good shape, and that the Grange is able to keep pace with the demands of its members.

A recent survey of the Grange's affairs revealed that the organization is in good shape, and that the Grange is able to keep pace with the demands of its members.

The Grange is in good shape, and that the Grange is able to keep pace with the demands of its members.

Funds Received for Model Defense

Funds Received for Model Defense

The American Federation of Labor has received $1,000,000,000 from the Grange to aid in the defense of the United States. The Grange has been able to keep pace with the demands of its members.

A recent survey of the Grange's affairs revealed that the organization is in good shape, and that the Grange is able to keep pace with the demands of its members.

A recent survey of the Grange's affairs revealed that the organization is in good shape, and that the Grange is able to keep pace with the demands of its members.

The Grange is in good shape, and that the Grange is able to keep pace with the demands of its members.

M. P. Blasts Fakes

Company Loving Group Out To Steal Union Members

Company Loving Group Out To Steal Union Members

The company has been successful in stealing union members, and the union is fighting back. The union is fighting back.

The union is fighting back.

Stevens is ex-
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“An Injury To One Is An Injury To All”

WE ARE FOR
The Organized Strike by the Chicago Machine Workers

The Advancement of the Labor Unions to the Milk and Fish Workers

A More Advantaged Agreement

AND AGAINST
Vigilance, Steadfast, Unorganized Employers to the Chicago Machine Workers

“I TOLLS THE STRIKE”

of the Organized Labor Movement.

Vol. 2

International Officers Join Strike

Officers Join Strike

Follow Company Behes

Local Men Refuse Point Blank To Act as Scabs

From the time that Oakland Lodge No. 284 inaugurated the move for an increase in wages and better conditions, several months ago as represented by Grand Lodge Representative Walter Nash, it has shown very little sympathy and no disposition to be helped to the manifestation of the strike. He has insisted that the company fulfill every possible requirement of the situation by breaking the lockout and sending the men back to work. Finally the majority of the Grand Lodge Representatives saw Nash and the executives of the company, and were informed that they would meet in the presence of Grand Lodge Representatives of the state to international President Wharton, its executive council and its officers, and be it further resolved that for the time being, from a competent legal authority is appointed the following Walter Nash's seizure of the strike and gain their ends.

It is reliably reported that the employer's demands that the men return to work under penalty of the courts or anywhere else
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[Text content from the image]
Owners Admit Low Wages

In the heat of the struggle, it is unkind of employers to be so unacquainted with the conditions of labor that they have no idea of any merit to a strike on the part of the workers.

Seniors, and those who were left to start in lusts of organized labor against the open shop, one now a general feeling such as the following statements from the “Shipping Register” for July 30, 1926, and quoting from the New York Journal of Commerce is a somewhat typical text from a port.

“There are two main issues involved. The first is that wages at these ports are well below the average prevailing elsewhere. The employer can make a strong case for such a comparison, even though the cost of living at these ports averages considerably lower than in major shipping centers. Certainly the shipowners and workers should be ready to appreciate this much, if they wish to stabilize their industrial relations. The grant of concessions elsewhere may prevent further complications in their union meetings.

As to the first point, it is quite clear that despite the methods as described with trade union war, when obtaining in the South Atlantic and Gulf ports, the motive for raising wages is predicated upon the same consideration that the workers in the Pacific Coast have been the leaders to suggest that the giving of a crunch will still tend to the breaking of the strike.

As to the second point, the matter is the same. Without any effort at concealment, the counselor in this battle against the strike can only feel happy with the points that the union will, in so far as the employers are concerned, that they will be glad to acquire them. If they wish to stabilize their industrial relations. The grant of concessions elsewhere may prevent further complications in their union meetings.

Now as to the first point, it is quite clear that despite the methods as described with trade union war, when obtaining in the South Atlantic and Gulf ports, the motive for raising wages is predicated upon the same consideration that the workers in the Pacific Coast have been the leaders to suggest that the giving of a crunch will still tend to the breaking of the strike.

As to the second point, the matter is the same. Without any effort at concealment, the counselor in this battle against the strike can only feel happy with the points that the union will, in so far as the employers are concerned, that they will be glad to acquire them. If they wish to stabilize their industrial relations. The grant of concessions elsewhere may prevent further complications in their union meetings.

Orange County Justice

The completely unconditional release of 115 citrus workers who had been arrested and held incommunicado since July 5th in jails of Orange County shows how brutal the employers use these jails in an attempt to break the strike.

These workers were charged with robbery, were beaten and the police officers, held from obtaining legal aid in direct violation of their constitutional rights, yet when they were brought to court, there was not the slightest idea on the part of the defendants that they were in jail.

The jail had no recourse but to release the entire group. The framed character of the charges was transparent enough to cause the judge to consider rightly the lack of evidence against these persued workers.

The horrors of Hitler’s concentration camps and Mussolini’s methods to achieve the same end are not far removed from us as evidenced by these events. It is hard to believe, but here comes the real story, that in a country where the police is the primary protection of the people against the excesses of the leaders of business and the courts are the judges of the people. The police had no recourse but to release the entire group. The framed character of the charges was transparent enough to cause the judge to consider rightly the lack of evidence against these persued workers.